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Lipton Cup
RCYC vvins, but strong Natal Challenge

-

by Andrew Heathcote

finished
some
way
ahead of the bunch,
which was led by Greg
Barker
and
Roger
Hudson on the UCT
Yacht Club's entry, PG
Glass in third, showing
that the rest of the fleet
still had some way to go
before getting up to
their pace.
Day two dawned with
the South Easter again
howling. Number two
headsails and full oilies
were the order of the
day as the fleet made it's
way out to the racecourse. By the time the
eleven o'clock start came
were possible
in the fickle conditions,
but competition
was
around however the
at the top of the fleet.
Pie by Peter Goldman
breeze had moderated
considerably, but- with a
good for the profile of our sport and in lumpy sea left over making conditions
raising public awareness of what we are extremely difficult. The race officer set the
second of the compulsory courses, the
up to.
equilateral triangle, and sent the fleet off
Sunday 6 August provided a fresh
South Easter which peaked at around 18 in a dying breeze. Orion Challenger again
knots. The first of the compulsory 12-mile led the fleet home with Dalys Insurance
in second place. Third place went to the
courses, the rectangular course, was
Royal Natal Yacht Club's entry Lipton
sailed. The Royal Cape Yacht Club's
Orion Ch.allenger skippered by Gregg
Yellow Label Pyramid skippered by Neil
Davis and Mark Sadler started off in fine Tocknell who put in a strong performance
style, crossing the finish line ahead of the in the difficult conditions. With the breeze
defending champions Theewaters Sailing having died completely midway through
Club's Dalys Insurance skippered by Chris the race the fleet spread out quite considKing and Rick Nankin. These two boats erably as a result of which four boats failed
to finish within the time limit.
Days three and four were calm and
windless affairs with no racing possible.
The fleet spent most of their time ashore
availing themselves of the sponsor 's prodVAALMARINA•VAALDAM• GAUTENG
• TEL: (016) 372-1018
uct which was freely available at the
Lipton caravan. This was a particularly
worrying period for the race committee as
the weather pattern at the time looked like
it might prevent any further sailing for the
rest of the week.
By day five everyone was looking a bit
desperate for some racing. The fleet was
sent out onto a windless sea in order that
the race officer could try and get a race
• Join the most social club on the dam • Sunday brunch and Prize Giving
away at a moment's notice. After several
for a weekend of racing/cruising fun
hours of waiting a light South Easter
• Camping , Caravan sites available
appeared and the fleet got away on the
• Endurance Race starts Saturday I I am
last of the compulsory courses, the wind• Full catering ( plse book), bar & braai
ward leeward. This was the day that
• Saturday night: Disco till late
facilities available
Orion Challenger got a 'get out of jail
free' card. Lying about tenth or so on the
first downwind leg of the course with their
Bookings& Enquiries:
rivals Dalys Insurance enjoying a comfortable lead, they were saved when a heavy
Chris: (0 I I) 463-8630
Martin: (0 I I) 787-5644
mist descended over the race course. The
083-252-6191
083-253-2214
lead boats missed the leeward mark corn-

The 2000
Lipton
Cup Regatta hosted
by the False
Bay
Yacht
Club
in
Simonstown
was a
mixed regatta with
both high and low
points. A fantastic
venue and a strong
fleet representing 26
yacht
clubs
from
around the country
had all the makings
for a great regatta.
Unfortunately
though the weather
did not come to the
party putting a slight
dampner
on what
was
otherwise
a
Just /our races
great event.
tough and close
Things started off on
a very good note with
competitors taking part in a parade down
the main street of Simonstown
on
Saturday 5 August, led by a navy band.
Traffic in the main street was brought to a
standstill while the team members from
each of the competing yacht clubs
marched down the street. A member of
each team carried the club's burgee on a
flagpole adding to the spectacle. The
parade ended in the Town Square where
the mixing of the waters ceremony took
place. No fewer than four Admirals of the
navy were in attendance. This sort of relatively high profile activity can only be
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pletely, some of them having to
beat back to it and some positions
in the fleet changed radically.
Dalys dropped right back in the
fleet while Orion managed to
make her way out of the mayhem
in the top ten and held on to finish in sixth place with Dalys down
in fourteenth. For the first time in
as long as anyone could remember Kwa-Zulu Natal boats finished
in four of the top five places with
Trevor Donald of the KZN
Defence Yacht Club on Solid
Liquid Filtration Consultants
leading the way from Harry
Ellens' Henley Midmar Yacht Club
entry Parental Guidance and
Jerome Mcloughlin sailing for
the Point Yacht Club on Harken
in third. PG Glass had finished
fourth with Lipton Yellow Label
Pyramid of the Royal Natal Yacht
Club in fifth.
The intention was to start racing early on the final day of the
regatta and try and get in two
races on the ex-Olympic Triangle
sausage course. However the
navy were undertaking a test firOrion
ing of some of their guns mountRoyal
ed on the harbour wall preventing
the fleet from leaving the harbour
before ten. One race was sailed in
a light Westerly wind and on the flattest of
flat water. The Mountain Yacht Club entry
Abraxas
Technologies
skippered by
Derick Warne sailed an outstanding race
to lead from start to finish scoring a fantastic win in the last race of the series.
Orion Challenger however wrapped up
the series by coming home in a comfortable fifth place with their rivals from
Theewaters in third place, leaving them
second overall. Third overall in by far the
strongest showing from a KZN boat in a
number of years was Parental Guidance.
At the end of the day the Orion team
thoroughly deserved their win. On the
water there was little to choose between
them and the Theewaters team and the
rest of the fleet still has some work to do
in· order to reach their level.
The regatta itself was well organised
and the sponsors had certainly gone out of
their way to maintain a strong presence.
They must be commended for the time,
money and effort they put in. That the
weather did not play along made the race
committee's job that much harder than it
already was with a highly competitive fleet
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and several general recalls. They did a
good job under trying conditions.
The modern trend in regattas around
the world is for more races over less distance and this is something which the
Lipton organising committee should consider before next year's event. Although
the compulsory courses can, and should
not be tampered with, there is no reason
why two of these course cannot be run on
one day given favourable conditions. One
race a day is really not enough, althouBh it
should be noted that at this event it would
only have been possible to run two races
on the first day as there really wasn't sufficient breeze for this to be possible for the
rest of the week.
Unfortunately the prize giving was a
complete shambles with, it seems, the
organisers selling more tickets than they
had seats and trying to squeeze far too
many people into a room that was neally
not big enough for the occasion. I am sure
that the speeches were well made and the
trophies well received, however from
where I was sitting it was impossible to
either see or hear what was going on at
the front of the room. J,
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Challenger
- the overall
winner for th,e
Cape Yacht Club.
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LIPTON CUP RESULTS· (top 10 only)

1 Royal Cape Yacht Club
2 Theewaters Sports Club
3 Henley Midmar Yacht Club
4 Gordon·s Bay Yacht Club
5 Defence Yacht Club (KZN)
6 University of CT Yacht Club
7 Royal Natal Yacht Club
8 Point Yacht Club
9 Zeekoevlei Yacht Club
10 Mountain Yacht Club
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